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1 Introduction

The first fundamental theorem of standard welfare economics states that any equilibrium
achieved by a competitive market leads to a Pareto efficient allocation of resources. Yet,
due to market failures, inefficiencies regularly occur. As Cornes (2016: p 339) points out
a “decentralized market equilibrium is likely to be inefficient as a consequence of various
externalities, or spillovers.” Individual incentives are often at odds with collective group
interest being described as the “impossibility of decentralized spontaneous solutions”, which
are optimal (Samuelson 1954: p. 388). The domain of environmental economics looks back
on a long history of developing solutions to these market failures (Shogren and Taylor 2008).
Externalities and environmental public goods provide typical examples for market failures in
environmental economics (e.g. Fullerton and Stavins 1998). Instruments established through
government interventionmay help to overcome such social dilemma situations and to prevent
an inefficient allocation of resources.However, inmany situations formal top-down regulation
is far from being easy to implement or may even be impossible. In the case of global public
goods no central international authority exists being able to enforce such interventions among
sovereign countries (see e.g. Barrett 1994; Kaul et al. 1999; Altemeyer-Bartscher et al. 2010;
Löschel and Rübbelke 2014; Kaul 2017). This in turn means that voluntary action becomes
crucial even though only second best solutions might be reached.

Researchers and policy makers are interested in how to stimulate such voluntary action
through appropriate incentives. From an economic point of view, such behavior involves
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acting against one’s strict self-interest in many decision situations. The canonical economic
model of behavior is based on the idea of ‘homo oeconomicus’. As, for instance, formulated
by Kirchgäßner (2008: 9), the homo oeconomicus is based on the two central assumptions of
fully rational and purely self-interested behavior. The critique concerning the idea of homo
oeconomicus exhibits various facets and is therefore rather divergent.

As an example, the orthodox and classical rationality assumption is largely assessed to be
violated in many situations (Doucouliagos 1994). Yet, as Doucouliagos (1994: 879) points
out, bounded rationality “[…] does not alter the essentially rational nature of Homo Eco-
nomicus; it merely redefines the boundaries of rationality.” Understanding these boundaries
of rational behavior is key to design applicable instruments in the field of environmental
economics. At the same time, economic experiments provide evidence of individuals acting
not entirely selfish but caring about fairness in many economic settings. These observations
have inspired the theoretical literature to include fairness motives into the utility framework
(see e.g. Meier 2006 for an overview).

The behavioral economics literature challenges the concept(s) of homo oeconomics and its
twomain pillars of characterization—self-interest and rationality. Inter alia, Fehr andGächter
(1998) paired the homo oeconomicus with the so-called ‘homo reciprocans’, a person whose
behavior is influenced by the idea of reciprocity. Besides the research field on self-interest,
there is also a broad field of research on the rationality assumption. Camerer and Fehr (2006)
point out that the (unbounded) rationality assumption builds on two aspects, namely correct
beliefs—the judgement of an event or others’ behavior—and decision-making according to
ownpreferences based on these beliefs. In turn, the limits in humans’ cognitive abilities lead to
deviations in both components (Mullainathan and Thaler 2000). Simon (1955) denoted these
cognitive constraints as bounded rationality. Camerer (1999) summarizes how the findings of
experimentalwork by psychologists and economists have contributed to behavioral principles
and links them to the corresponding economic standard theory. In this regard, he refers to
four concepts: expected utility and prospect theory, equilibrium and learning, discounting
utility and hyperbolic discounting, payoff maximization and social utility. These research
areas are taken up by later survey articles on the topics of behavioral economics (see e.g.
Mullainathan and Thaler 2000; Venkatachalam 2008; Pesendorfer 2006; Shogren et al. 2010;
Gsottbauer and van den Bergh 2011) and are still subject of theoretical and empirical research
aiming either at providing general applicable descriptions of human behavior or at explaining
individuals’ actions in specific contexts. As Carlsson and Johansson-Stenman (2012) point
out the main policy concerns in the environmental context are about externalities and not
about bounded rationality or willpower. However, Croson and Treich (2014) stress that the
complexity of environmental concerns, especially the long time perspective and the global
dimension, might be the breeding ground for bounded rational behavior. The importance
of behavioral economics for environmental economics is taken up by survey articles with
different focus areas (see e.g. Brekke and Johansson-Stenman 2008; Shogren and Taylor
2008; Venkatachalam 2008; Shogren et al. 2010; Carlsson and Johansson-Stenman 2012;
Croson and Treich 2014).

In these survey articles the authors discuss how far the standard model is applicable.
Brekke and Johansson-Stenman (2008) emphasize that especially the findings concerning risk
attitudes and preferences over time are particularly relevant in the context of climate change.
Venkatachalam (2008) focuses on environmental policy and argues that policy failures are
partly driven by neglecting behavioral aspects when applying policy interventions. Shogren
and Taylor (2008) explain that standard theory cannot adequately predict actual behavior
in the environmental context as soon as markets fail and people do not behave as homines
oeconomici. This is because rationality in economics is a social construct defined by market-
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like arbitrage (see e.g. Arrow 1986). However, Shogren et al. (2010) argue that the standard
theory can still provide as useful upper benchmark acting as comparison for revealed behavior.
Brekke and Johansson-Stenman (2008) as well as Carlsson and Johansson-Stenman (2012)
stress the social context as an additional factor—besides individuals’ nonmaterial motivation
and their unbounded rationality—which differentiates behavioral economics from standard
theory. Croson and Treich (2014) highlight that alternative policy instruments (e.g. nudges)
make use of individuals’ deviations from the homo oeconomicus and postulate that for future
policy measures the combination of economic incentives as well as behavioral aspects should
be taken into account.

The discussions of all these authors have in common that they refer to ‘human behav-
ior’, which differentiates empirical observations from standard theory. Acknowledging that
standard theory in many situations fails to predict actual human behavior adequately raises
the demand for extensions of the standard model (see e.g. Chetty 2015). Thaler (2016) puts
it slightly different when distinguishing models by their objective: (i) theories explaining
optimal behavior being related to the standard theory, and (ii) concepts explaining actual
behavior. The second category incorporates what we might have in mind when talking about
behavioral economics or the extensions of the standard theory.

Starting from the several survey articles on behavioral economics and especially the recent
summary on the development of behavioral economics by Thaler (2016), one can observe
that the field of behavioral economics categorizes, broadens and deepens at the same time.
Rabin (2006) points out that a review of experimental work cannot lead to a consensus of
general validity because the diversity of research—in horizontal (type of preferences) and
vertical (context) direction—limits the universal validity. Nevertheless, pave grounding work
by Simon in the 1950s (see Simon 1955) or by Kahneman and Tversky in the 1970s (see
Kahneman and Tversky 1979) show common patterns of behavior—or as Ariely (2010) put
it in his book title: ‘predictably irrational’ behavior. Based on their observed structure of
actual behavior, a huge field of research popped up trying to explain these patterns or aiming
to observe other commonly applicable behavioral structures.

Themore recently takenvertical direction in behavioral economics is researchwere context
is explicitly considered and taken into accountwhendesigning appropriate instruments. Levitt
and List (2007a, b) emphasize that even a qualitative understanding of human behavior is of
interest. This more detailed view on how human’s behavior in their natural environment
is especially addressed by field or framed experiments, analyzing specific subject pools or
research of a specific political context.

This horizontal and vertical broadening of the behavioral economics research further
breaks down Thaler’s (2016) two-part distinction of theories. The research on actual human
behavior could be further distinguished, on the one hand, into researchwhere human behavior
deviates from the homo oeconomicus but is somehow predictable by general patterns of
behavior. On the other hand, theories which do not describe a common phenomenon, but
explain context dependent behavior. For the implementationof policy instruments, knowledge
of all these research directions is needed to get structures as well as details right. As such,
future policy instruments should bring together standard theory, onwhatwould be the optimal
behavior we might be aiming for at the political level, and the very practical perspective on
how to reach this goal by incorporating knowledge about actual behavior, the very specific
context, and the practical details of implementation. This is similar to what Croson and Treich
(2014) claim for future policy instruments.

In March 2015, we organized a workshop on “Behavioral Environmental Economics”
at the Centre for European Economic Research (ZEW) in Mannheim/Germany in order to
present and discuss ongoing and future developments in behavioral environmental economic
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research. The contributions to this Special Issue were among the papers presented at the
workshop. In the following two sections, we discuss the individual papers of this special
issue. Afterwards, we provide a short outlook on future perspectives of the research field.

2 Can Non-monetary Interventions Work in the Long Run, Create
Spillovers to Related Decision-Making Situations and Interplay with
Monetary Incentives?

In recent years, non-monetary interventions grounded at the intersection of psychology and
behavioral economics have broadened the economic toolkit to stimulate environmental pro-
tection and resource conservation. These small scale behavioral “nudges” typically include
commitment devices, information provision, social norms, goal setting, or default options
(Allcott and Mullainathan 2010). A growing number of empirical applications in a vari-
ety of environmental economic settings (e.g. water use, electricity consumption, recycling)
underline their (short-term) effectiveness.

In this field of non-monetary interventions, long-term and spillover effects and the
interplay withmonetary incentives are gaining importance in current research. In the environ-
mental context, the long-term perspective of interventions like public information campaigns
is of particular importance: Do consumers fall back into their previous behavioral patterns
or do they maintain their behavior at a re-optimized level? Allcott and Rogers (2014) pro-
vide evidence on the impact of social feedback on electricity consumption in households
and report that immediate conservation efforts vanish a few months after treatment exposure
if the treatment is not repeated. Distinguishing between continued reporting for two more
years and discontinued reporting after two years provides evidence that consumers do not
fully adapt even after two years. The response to the intervention is 50 to 60% stronger if
the treatment is continued instead of interrupted. With their investigations on the long-term
impact of social information on residential water consumption, Ferraro et al. (2011) find that
only messages which contain social feedback have long lasting impacts two years after the
message has been sent. Long-term impacts of monetary incentives (Kesternich et al. 2016)
and non-monetary behavioral interventions (Kesternich et al. 2016b) have also recently been
addressed in voluntary CO2 offsetting programs. Kesternich et al. (2016b) examine repeated
voluntary contributions to a carbon offsetting program during the online purchase of long-
distance bus tickets. In one condition, travelers were forced to actively choose whether to
offset their carbon emissions or not. This active choice increased the offsetting of first time
bookings by almost 50% and remained effective for repeated booking decisions. However,
at the same time, a significant share of returning customers constantly attempts to avoid the
decision. This result is consistent with observations in the field of charitable giving where
subjects take efforts to avoid meeting a solicitor asking for donations (Andreoni et al. forth-
coming, DellaVigna et al. 2012). In the similar domain, Gallier et al. (2017) study spillover
effects of economic incentives in repeated donations decisions.

Besides the applicability in other frameworks, an important dimension of non-monetary
incentives becomes relevant if their long-term impacts include potential spillover effects: Can
specific social information within one area of behavior trigger similar reactions in related
but different fields of consumption? Carlsson et al. (2016) explore the impact of a social
information campaign targeting water conservation in households on the use of residential
electricity. While the social information campaign within the monthly bills reduces water use
both for households with inefficient and efficient water consumption in the pre-intervention
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period, positive spillover effects can only be observed for the latter group: After 11 months,
this group on average consumes 9% less electricity than the control group.

As already Croson and Treich (2014) pointed out, the interplay of behavioral and eco-
nomic incentives are of interest for future research. Also in the environmental context, ethical
concerns and financial savings come into play: What is the role of intrinsic incentives and
extrinsic incentives in social information settings like household electricity savings? Peller-
ano et al. (2016) report field experimental evidence from Quito/Ecuador which suggests that
adding price salience to a social comparison letter does not add additional impacts to the
saving rates but in contrast, may even backfire by diluting the extent to which voluntary
contributions signal pro-social behavior to oneself. In a related setting, Uehleke and Sturm
(2016) assess the demand for voluntary climate change mitigation in a collective action deci-
sion framework both in a hypothetical and a real money incentive setting. While a collective
action appears to substantially increase the demand for climate protection in the hypotheti-
cal scenario, this finding does not spill over to a setting where subjects face real monetary
incentives. Lohse et al. (2016) use a more abstract framed field experimental setting to high-
light the impact of a decision environment being principally conducive to different cognitive
styles (such as intuition or reflection) on voluntary climate mitigation efforts. Analyzing the
difference in response times between subjects who purchase and offset allowances from the
EU-ETS and those who do not, they find that intuitive (fast) decisions are associated with a
choice to refrain from contributing. At the same time, contributions are more likely when a
decision follows reflection. Average response time for contributors is 40% higher than for
non-contributors. This relationship, which holds both between and within subjects, indicates
that deliberation and not intuition is the cognitive style which supports individual mitigation
efforts. Furthermore, triggering an intrinsic moral motivation could also support an economic
commitment. Jaquement et al. (2016) experimentally investigate whether an oath can create
a real economic commitment to reduce the hypothetical bias in a voting referendum. In their
experiment, groups of five players agree on whether to adopt a dolphin via WWF through
majority voting in five successive referenda. Their findings reveal that an oath effectively
reduces the observed hypothetical bias, especially for those subjects with consistent voting
behavior across the different referenda.

This research represents the vertically extension of behavioral economics by incorpo-
rating the context and furthermore consider the long-term and spillover effects as well as
the interplay with monetary incentives. Further research in this direction is needed to better
understand what situations lead subjects to behave similarly and how interventions might
spill over, backfire in different areas or interact with monetary incentives. This is of spe-
cial interest for enabling environmental economics to better predict whether environmental
targets are reachable with a specific intervention.

3 How Can Informal Institutions Address Transboundary Social Dilemma
Situations?

A further strand of the behavioral environmental literature has focused on the institutional
design for providing international public goods. Since formal institutions are rarely able to
enforce internationally the collectively desirable outcomes, informal institutions, such as
social norms, can become an important tool to stimulate norm changes and address trans-
boundary social dilemma situations (Nyborg et al. 2016). Nyborg et al. (2016) describes
social norms as shared rules of conduct within a group which also form fairness perceptions
in two directions: On the one hand, fairness itself seems tomatter for some individuals. On the
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other hand, the judgement whether others consider oneself’s behavior as fair is also taken into
account in an individual’s decisionmaking (Andreoni and Bernheim 2009). Social norms and
fairness considerations could be drawn upon to promote voluntary public goods provision.
As a prominent example, notions of equity and fairness perceptions in international climate
negotiations have been intensively studied in recent years; e.g. Pittel and Rübbelke (2013)
investigate approaches to raise fairness perception in international environmental negotia-
tions and illustrate how this might affect the outcome of negotiations. While the empirical
evidence from agents involved in international climate policy rather suggest that equity argu-
ments are mainly used in a self-serving manner (Lange et al. 2007, 2010)—even though
the fairness bias appears to be somewhat lower if weights for different burden sharing rules
can be negotiated (Kesternich et al. 2014)—there is mixed evidence from surveys among
citizens (Carlsson et al. 2012, 2013; Schleich et al. 2016). Lange and Schwirplies (2017)
provide a new perspective on the strategic use of equity arguments in international climate
policy. By enriching a theoretical model of strategic delegation with preferences for fairness
and environmental concerns, they show that the strategic use of equity arguments crucially
depends on the extent to which environmental preferences can strategically misrepresented.
While conflicts on equity issues arise when environmental preferences are fixed as countries
may send representatives who perceive a smaller burden share as fair, representatives from
different countries may be expected to have similar equity views if they can strategically
bias the environmental preference downward.1 These potential strategic misrepresentations
of equity and environmental preferences in international climate negotiations are then empir-
ically explored by comparing survey data on preferences of citizens from Germany, China,
and the U.S. with perceived views on the negotiation position of the respective countries.

Are groups of heterogeneous agents able to reach an agreement on how to share the costs of
providing a public good? Gallier et al. (2016) experimentally investigate the performance of
different burden sharing rules in different voting schemes. Despite the fact that preferences
for different allocation schemes differ among agents, most groups agree upon a common
scheme and consequently avoid an uncoordinated action. While average contribution levels
increase if an agreement is reached, cooperation collapses and efficiency levels decrease
compared to a voluntary contribution mechanism (VCM) being exogenously imposed. Most
notably, for all average agents who face a voting decision, payoffs are higher compared to
an exogenously implemented VCM. But how to enforce social norms? Sanctioning schemes
gained attraction in research as they foster social norms and therefore cooperation in public
good provision (see also Fehr and Fischbacher 2004). Reif et al. (2017) experimentally
analyze whether individuals are willing to implement a punishment and reward scheme
at their own expense. The experiment is based on the theory by Buchholz et al. (2014)
which introduces an endogenously determined norm-enforcement mechanism. Subjects are
apparently willing to contribute their funds to establish such a norm enforcement mechanism.
The mechanism promotes cooperation and higher public good contributions are observed
with a stricter mechanism. However, the over-contribution in the first rounds to establish the
mechanism decreases over time. But is it worth to invest in such norm-establishment when
sanctioning is not possible, in situations without neither a government nor an international
agreement, and it is uncertain whether other follow?

This leads to the question if environmental leadership would even lead to a better envi-
ronmental performance. Buchholz and Sandler (2016) study, which role of leadership, which
consists in unilateral increases of a country’s contribution to the global public good ‘climate

1 These findings extent previous research by Buchholz et al. (2005) which focuses on strategic delegation but
abstracts from equity arguments.
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protection’, may exert as a motivational push for mitigation activities of other countries in a
theoretical framework with other-regarding preferences. They provide insights into the for-
mation of reciprocal beliefs and trust building that help to entail a positively sloped reaction
function and thus makes leadership successful. This finding particularly holds if the leaders’
contribution positively affects the followers’ beliefs or if the follower possesses non-egoistic
or other-regarding preferences. The institutional design for providing international public
goods depends also on risk attitudes as they might interact with equity concerns. The steady
progress in climate change could result in catastrophic events. What are or what should
be society’s attitudes towards low-probability, high-impact events? Rheinberger and Treich
(2016) provide a review of different methods from decision sciences, psychology and behav-
ioral economics which aim at exploring individuals’ attitudes towards social risks. Their
findings suggest, perhaps surprisingly, that individuals tend to be catastrophe accepting and
not catastrophe averse. This might be explained by inequity aversion since maximal ex-post
equity is attained in the extreme case when either nobody or everybody is a victim.

The articles in this special issue reflect the huge variety of research topics in the field of
behavioral economics. The last decades of research dedicated to behavioral economics have
scontributed to shape and push our knowledge about actual human behavior forward, but still
further theoretical advancements based on solid experimental and empirical investigations
are needed.
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